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SUMMARY
Patients with cancer are more likely to have impaired immune responses to SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. We study
the breadth of responses against SARS-CoV-2 variants after primary vaccination in 178 patients with a variety
of tumor types and after booster doses in a subset. Neutralization of alpha, beta, gamma, and delta SARS-
CoV-2 variants is impaired relative to wildtype, regardless of vaccine type. Regardless of viral variant,
mRNA1273 is the most immunogenic, followed by BNT162b2, and then Ad26.COV2.S. Neutralization of
more variants (breadth) is associated with a greater magnitude of wildtype neutralization, and increases
with time since vaccination; advancing age associates with a lower breadth. The concentrations of anti-spike
protein antibody are a good surrogate for breadth (positive predictive value of =90%at >1,000U/mL). Booster
SARS-CoV-2 vaccines confer enhanced breadth. These data suggest that achieving a high antibody titer is
desirable to achieve broad neutralization; a single booster dose with the current vaccines increases the
breadth of responses against variants.
Patients with cancer are at an increased risk of severe disease

and/or death from severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavi-

rus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection (Bakouny et al., 2020; Kuderer

et al., 2020) and vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 is a corner-

stone of prevention. The magnitude of anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein antibodies, receptor-binding domain (RBD) antibodies

and neutralization titer against wildtype SARS-CoV-2 are robust

correlates of vaccine-mediated protection (Earle et al., 2021;

Khoury et al., 2021), but are not sufficiently validated for use clin-

ically. In the Cancer, COVID and Vaccination study (CANVAX) of

more than 750 patients with cancer, we observed lower humoral

immune responses than in controls without cancer (Naranbhai

et al., 2021a), consistent with findings from other cohorts (Addeo

et al., 2021; Bird et al., 2021; Van Oekelen et al., 2021; Thakkar

et al., 2021). In both controls without cancer and patients with

cancer, the magnitude of response was strongly associated

with prior SARS-CoV-2 infection and vaccine type: mRNA1273

was the most immunogenic followed by BNT162b2. Both

mRNA vaccines were markedly more immunogenic than Ad26.

COV2.S. Finally, booster vaccines were able to overcome poor

responses in CANVAX (Naranbhai et al., 2021a) and other

studies (Greenberger et al., 2021; Shapiro et al., 2021).
C

The evolution of the SARS-CoV-2 variants with mutations that

confer greater transmissibility or evasion of immune responses

pose an ongoing threat, as exemplified by the rapid rise of the

delta variant to global dominance during 2021. We, and others,

have previously observed marked variation of in vitro neutraliza-

tion of viral variants in healthy individuals (Garcia-Beltran et al.,

2021a; Tada et al., 2021). There are few robust data regarding

the degree of protection against each variant after different vac-

cines in immunocompromised patients, but the frequency of

breakthrough infection resulting in hospitalization seems to be

markedly higher for immunocompromised patients than in the

general population, highlighting the impact of lower immunoge-

nicity and higher risk of severe disease (Hippisley-Cox et al.,

2021). Based on these and other data, additional booster vac-

cine doses have been recommended for immunocompromised

patients in many developed countries. Although these vaccine

increase the magnitude of response (Greenberger et al., 2021;

Shapiro et al., 2021), whether homologous (i.e. wildtype strain

based) booster doses enhance the breadth of protection against

variants is uncertain (Cho et al., 2021).

Here, we examine the magnitude and breadth of neutralization

of SARS-CoV-2 variants after the primary series, and after
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of participants in this study

Characteristic Overall (n = 178) mRNA1273 (n = 58) BNT162b2 (n = 60) Ad26.CoV2.S (n = 60) p Value

Age, years (IQR) 68 (61–72) 66 (61–71) 64 (57–71) 69 (67–73) .014

Sex

Female 109 (61%) 34 (59%) 38 (63%) 37 (62%) .9

Male 69 (39%) 24 (41%) 22 (37%) 23 (38%)

Chemotherapya 59 (33%) 21 (36%) 19 (32%) 19 (32%) .8

Immunotherapya 29 (16%) 8 (14%) 11 (18%) 10 (17%) .8

Time after first dose,

days (IQR)

68 (55–93) 67 (62–86) 74 (51–111) 65 (42–86) .054

Cancer type

Solid 141 (79%) 41 (71%) 50 (83%) 50 (83%) .13

BMT 23 (13%) 13 (22%) 6 (10%) 4 (6.7%)

Hematologic 14 (7.9%) 4 (6.9%) 4 (6.7%) 6 (10%)
aWithin 12 months of vaccination.
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booster doses of vaccination in patients with cancer who

received one of the SARS-CoV-2 US Food Drug Administration

(FDA) Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) vaccines in the United

States.

RESULTS

The CANVAX study is an ongoing prospective cohort study of

SARS-CoV-2 vaccines in patients with cancer. For this report,

we selected 178 participants of CANVAX without prior SARS-

CoV-2 infection who were sampled 14 or more days after vacci-

nation stratifying by vaccine type: 58 mRNA1273 (Moderna), 60

BNT162b2 (Pfizer/BioNTech), and 60 Ad26.COV2S (J&J/Jans-

sen). The baseline participant characteristics known to affect

immunogenicity are shown according to vaccine type in Table

1, and recapitulate those of the overall CANVAX study: Ad26.-

COV2.S recipients were slightly older but the sex, cancer type,

and therapy types were similar between groups.

Neutralization of the alpha, beta, gamma, and delta
SARS-CoV-2 variants is impaired in vaccine recipients
We assessed in vitro neutralization of the wildtype SARS-CoV-2

(ancestral strain) and 4 viral variants (alpha, beta, delta and

gamma strains) using an extensively validated high-throughput

pseudovirus neutralization assay (Garcia-Beltran et al., 2021a,

2021b). These variants represent recent waves of the

pandemic, and harbor both shared and distinct mutations (Ta-

ble S1) that are targeted by immune responses induced by

vaccination with current vaccines, which all encode wildtype

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. We quantified the serum pseudovi-

rus neutralization titer (pNT50) associated with 50% decrease

in viral entry into angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)-ex-

pressing 293T cells.

Consistent with the overall CANVAX population and other

studies (Naranbhai et al., 2021b; Tada et al., 2021), neutralization

of wildtype SARS-CoV-2 was highest for mRNA1273 recipients,

followed by BNT162b2, and lowest among patients receiving

Ad26.COV2.S. Adjusting for covariates, neutralization was lower

among BNT162b2 recipients than mRNA1273 for the alpha,

gamma, and delta variants (Figure 1 and Table S2).
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We observed marked and significant neutralization of the

alpha, beta, delta, and gamma variants for most vaccine groups

(Figure 1). The differences weremost striking for the beta variant,

where fewer than one-half of all evaluated donors (41% of

mRNA1273, 30% of BNT162b, and 18% of Ad26.COV2.S recip-

ients) had neutralization measurable above the assay limit of

detection. Few patients with cancer in this study hadmeasurable

neutralization against wildtype SARS-CoV-2 and the 4 variants

tested after receipt of Ad26.COV2.S were 43% against wildtype,

30% against alpha, 18% against beta, 12% against gamma, and

15% against delta.

Neutralization breadth is associated with wildtype
neutralization titer and time since vaccination, and is
reduced with age
Next, we sought to identify correlates of vaccine breadth. In a

multivariate regression analysis, the magnitude of neutralization

of wildtype SARS-CoV-2 was the strongest correlate of breadth

(effect estimate 1.4 additional variants neutralized per log10
increase in neutralization titer, 95% confidence interval [CI],

1.1–1.6; adjusted p < 0.001) (Table 2). Vaccine type did not inde-

pendently associate with breadth of neutralization (p > 0.1 for

each vaccine). Older age was associated with narrower breadth

of response (effect estimate per 5-year increase in age �0.09;

95% CI, –0.17 to –0.01; adjusted p = 0.029). The breadth of

the response tended to increase with time after vaccination,

even adjusting for the expected initial increase and later waning

in the magnitude of response (effect estimate per week after

vaccination, 0.04; 95% CI, 0–0.08; adjusted p = 0.061).

Anti-spike binding antibody concentrations are a
surrogate for breadth
We measured total binding antibodies against SARS-CoV-2

spike protein (combined IgA/M/G) with Roche Elecsys assay

(FDA and EUA approved) and specific isotypes (IgA, IgG, IgM,

and combined IgA/M/G) of antibodies binding the RBD with a

validated assay we previously developed (Garcia-Beltran et al.,

2021a). Anti-RBD responses were dominated by IgG isotype re-

sponses, and responses varied by vaccine as previously re-

ported (Figure S1). Wildtype neutralization was more robustly
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Figure 1. Neutralization of SARS-CoV-2 vari-

ants after vaccination with mRNA1273 (n =

58), BNT162b2 (n = 60), or Ad26.COV2.S (n =

60) in patients with cancer

The y axis shows pseudovirus neutralization titer 50

(pNT50, defined as the titer at which the serum

achieves 50% neutralization of SARS-CoV-2 wild-

type pseudovirus entry into ACE2-expressing 293T

cells).. Briefly, lentiviral particles encoding both

luciferase and ZsGreen reporter genes were pseu-

dotyped with the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein from

the strain indicated (see Table S1 for sequences)

and produced in 293T cells, titered using ZsGreen

expression by flow cytometry and used in an auto-

mated neutralization assay with 50–250 infectious

units of pseudovirus co-incubated with 3-fold serial

dilutions of serum for 1 h. Neutralization was deter-

mined on 293T-ACE2 cells. A horizontal dotted line

is shown at a pNT50 titer of 12, which is the lower

limit of detection of this assay; a pNT50 titer of 20

corresponds with the clinical threshold for positivity

defined previously (Garcia-Beltran et al., 2021a). The

geometric mean titer, proportion positive (at a

threshold of 1:12). Statistical comparison of

neutralization titers against each strain between recipients of different vaccines is details in Table S2 and denoted by a * on the graph where p value are adjusted

for covariates previously shown to be associated with wildtype virus neutralization namely age, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, timing after vaccination, and

cancer type. Comparison of neutralization titers for recipients of each vaccine type, against different strains is shown as the fold change in neutralization, and

corresponding p value (based on aDunnet’s test conducted in GraphPad Prism v9.0). Horizontal lines denote geometric mean titers, whiskers extend to 2.5th and

97.5th centiles to encompass the 95% CI.
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correlated with anti-RBD concentrations (Pearson R = 0.63; 95%

CI, 0.53–0.71; p < 0.001) than overall anti-spike responses (Pear-

son R = 0.53; 95% CI, 0.41–0.63; p < 0.001), but both correla-

tions were modest (Figure S2). A response composed of more

isotypes was not associated with greater breadth after adjusting

for neutralization titer against wildtype virus as having a more

isotype diverse response was associated with neutralization titer

(p < 0.001), as in other studies (Noval et al., 2021).

Anti-spike IgA/M/G total antibodies are easily measured in

clinical practice, whereas neutralization is not. An anti-spike

IgA/G/M titer of more than 1,000 U/mL on the Roche Elecsys

FDA EUA assay was predictive of neutralization breadth (the

positive predictive value for neutralization of >2 variants at a titer

of >20 was 90%; negative predictive value of 88%; overall sensi-

tivity of 95%; overall specificity of 78%) (Figure S3).

Additional booster SARS-CoV-2 vaccines confer
enhanced variant neutralization breadth
Since the magnitude of wildtype response associated with

breadth, and booster doses increase the magnitude of wildtype

response, we hypothesized that an additional homologous vac-

cine dose (or booster) would elicit enhanced heterologous

breadth. The safety of additional doses in this cohort was com-

parable with the primary series (Naranbhai et al., 2021a). In 13

participants with a low baseline response (Table S3), booster

doses enhanced the neutralization of the alpha, beta, gamma,

and delta variants (Figure 2). Notwithstanding that these partici-

pants had low pre-booster titers (only 1 had measurable neutral-

ization of any strain), themagnitude of neutralization of the alpha,

beta, gamma, and delta variants was numerically higher after

the booster doses than the overall evaluated population

who had received the full vaccine series. In this subset of partic-

ipants with poor pre-booster responses, neutralization breadth
increased from median 0 (interquartile range [IQR], 0–0) variants

neutralized before the booster to a median of 2 (IQR, 1–4) vari-

ants neutralized after the booster.

DISCUSSION

SARS-CoV-2 vaccination induces lower antibody responses in

patients with cancer. Here we studied the breadth of response

against SARS-CoV-2 variants as these represent the leading

threat to vaccinated individuals. As in patients without cancer,

vaccination with SARS-CoV-2 vaccines induces lower neutrali-

zation of variants, particularly beta, than wildtype. The vaccine

types varied in magnitude of response, but crucially, the magni-

tude of wildtype neutralization response was the primary corre-

late of breadth of neutralization. As predicted and concordant

with another small study of 4 individuals (Iketani et al., 2021),

booster doses even with wildtype vaccines increase breadth

against viral variants.

These data have several potential clinical implications. First, to

achieve the greatest neutralizing breadth, the most immuno-

genic vaccinemay be preferred as the primary series for patients

at high risk, where feasible. Second, the hierarchy of effective-

ness of the 3 FDA EUA vaccines in preventing breakthrough

infection by variants, where mRNA1273 provides the highest

protection, followed by BNT162b2 and then Ad26.COV2.S (Nar-

anbhai et al., 2021b) are likely accounted for by differences in

immunogenicity against wildtype SARS-CoV-2. Finally, booster

doses with wildtype vaccines would be expected to increase

protection against variants in patients with cancer, even as we

await the next generation of vaccines. This observation is likely

because of boosting of polyclonal responses capable of binding

conserved sites in current and predicted future variants. The

magnitude of increase in variant naturalization seems to be
Cancer Cell 40, 103–108, January 10, 2022 105



Table 2. Multivariate regression analysis to identify correlates of

breadth of neutralization

Effect

estimatea 95% CI p Value

Neutralization titer

against wildtype

SARS-CoV-2

1.4 1.1 to 1.6 <.001

Age (per 5-year

increase)

�0.09 �0.17 to �0.01 .029

Vaccine type

mRNA1273 Ref

BNT162b2 �0.16 �0.57 to 0.25 .4

Ad26.COV2.S �0.29 �0.77 to 0.18 .2

Chemotherapy �0.14 �0.50 to 0.22 .4

Immunotherapy 0.16 �0.30 to 0.62 .5

Time after first

dose (per week)

0.04 0.00 to 0.08 .061

Cancer type

Solid Ref

Bone marrow

transplanted

�0.04 �0.55 to 0.47 .9

Hematologic 0.2 �0.42 to 0.81 .5
aEffect estimates shown are per additional variant neutralized at measur-

able levels (above the lower limit of detection).
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robust, even when responses to initial vaccination are poor, sug-

gesting that a single booster dosemay be adequate for most pa-

tients to overcome the apparent reduced priming of responses.

Whether these patients may require additional doses owing to

waning responses remains unclear.

There are several additional noteworthy observations.

Advancing age was associated with a reduced breadth of
Figure 2. Effect of booster doses on neutralization of SARS-CoV-2 vira

The color of each dot indicates the initial vaccine series and additional vaccine as

lower limit of detection (lower limit of detection = 12) is shown.
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neutralization (independent of magnitude of response), consis-

tent with impaired immune functions such as decrease in

somatic hypermutation with age (Troutaud et al., 1999). Interest-

ingly, we observed a trend toward an enhanced breadth over

time, but this is likely small and likely not at the magnitude

seen in individuals with natural infection who continue to accrue

increased breadth over time, potentially because of antigen

persistence (Cho et al., 2021). Interestingly, an anti-spike anti-

body titer of higher than 1000 U/mL on the Roche Elecsys

assay—an assay that is widely available in clinical practice—

was a good surrogate for breadth. This may be a helpful

threshold in counseling patients regarding need for boosters,

notwithstanding the limitations of inferring clinical protection

from immunologic measures.

A key limitation of this study is the focus on in vitro immunoge-

nicity. The effectiveness of vaccines against variants is likely to be

more complex, involving differences in viral infectivity, exposure

rates, transmissibility, and possibly virulence in combination with

largely humoral immune responses and cellular responses. This

is illustrated by the exceptional success of the delta variant in

transmission, but its relatively modest escape of neutralization.

The number of individuals evaluated after booster doses is

modest, but these represent the extra tail of the curve of patients

who failed to make adequate responses after initial vaccination.

In conclusion, while current wildtype-based SARS-CoV-2 vac-

cines induce a lower magnitude responses in patients with can-

cer that show impaired neutralization of viral variants, boosting

these responses can safely restore breadth against current viral

variants.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper

and include the following:
l variants in patients with cancer (n = 13)

indicated in legend. The geometric mean titer (GMT) and proportion above the
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

CR3022-IgG1 Obtained from the lab of Dr. Aaron Schmidt IEDB Cat# CR3022,

RRID:AB_2848080

Anti-human IgG+IgM+IgA (HL) HRP Bethyl Cat# A80-152P

Polyclonal human sera This study N/A

Bacterial and virus strains

SARS-CoV-2 DC18 (wild type)

pseudotyped pHAGE-CMV-Luc2-IRES-

ZsGreen-W lentivirus

Garcia-Beltran et al. (2021b) N/A

SARS-CoV-2 DC18 B.1.1.7 pseudotyped

pHAGE-CMV-Luc2-IRES-ZsGreen-W

lentivirus

Garcia-Beltran et al. (2021b) N/A

SARS-CoV-2 DC18 B.1.351 v1

pseudotyped pHAGE-CMV-Luc2-IRES-

ZsGreen-W lentivirus

Garcia-Beltran et al. (2021b) N/A

SARS-CoV-2 DC18 P2 pseudotyped

pHAGE-CMV-Luc2-IRES-ZsGreen-W

lentivirus

Garcia-Beltran et al. (2021b) N/A

SARS-CoV-2 DC18 B.1.617.2 v1

pseudotyped pHAGE-CMV-Luc2-IRES-

ZsGreen-W lentivirus

This study NA

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

SARS-CoV-2 receptor binding domain

protein

Obtained from the lab of Dr. Aaron Schmidt N/A

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

293T/ACE2.MF Obtained from the lab of Dr. Michael Farzan N/A
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, A. John

Iafrate (aiafrate@partners.org).

Materials availability
The study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d Code for computing and analyzing neutralization breadth measures is available in the supplementary appendix

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work paper is available from the lead contact upon

request
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Patients
The CANVAX study enrolled consenting adult patients at the Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center between April 21 and

July 21, 2021. Recruitment and enrolment procedures have been previously described. For this analysis, we randomly selected par-

ticipants without prior SARS-CoV-2 infection (confirmed by anti-nucleocapsid antibody testing) who had received each of the 3 FDA

EUA vaccines (by allocating random numbers to each participant and selecting the first 60). Participants were samples 14 or more
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days after their final dose of vaccine. This study was approved by the Mass General Brigham Human Research Committee

(2021P000746). Adult participants provided written (or in exceptional cases verbal) informed consent to participation in this study.

METHOD DETAILS

Neutralization assays
We used pseudovirus neutralization assay that we have previously described in detail elsewhere. In brief, pseudovirus neutralization

titer 50 was calculated by taking the inverse of the serum concentration that achieved 50% neutralization of SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-

typed lentivirus particles entry into ACE2-expressing 293T cells. We introduced mutations corresponding to the SARS-CoV-2 vari-

ants of concern shown in Table S1 by site-directed mutagenesis and confirmed clones by sequencing.

Binding antibody assays
We measured antibodies against the spike protein with the Roche Elecsys Anti-SARS-CoV-2 S assay (Roche Diagnostics), at the

Massachusetts General Hospital Core Clinical laboratory, a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments laboratory. Anti-receptor

binding domain antibodies were measured with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Garcia-Beltran et al., 2021a,

2021b). Briefly, we used an indirect ELISA with a standard consisting of anti-SARS-CoV and -CoV-2 monoclonal antibody

(CR3022) (IgG1 isotype). The 96-well ELISA plates were coated with purified wildtype SARS-CoV-2 RBD. Plates were blocked

with bovine serum albumin andwashed. A 7-point standard curve was created using CR3022-IgG1 starting at 2 mg/mL by performing

1:3 serial dilutions with dilution buffer, and serum samples were diluted 1:100 with dilution buffer. Diluted samples and standards

were added to corresponding wells and incubated for 1 h at 37�C, followed by washing. Total antibodies were detected with anti-

human IgG + IgA + IgM (H+L)-HRP (Bethyl) diluted 1:25,000 for a 30-min incubation at room temperature. After washing, TMB sub-

strate (Inova) was added to each well and incubated for 5 to 15 min before stopping with 1 M H2SO4. The optical density (O.D.) was

measured at 450 nmwith subtraction of the O.D. at 570 nm as a reference wavelength on a SpectraMax ABSmicroplate reader. Anti-

RBD antibody levels were calculated by interpolating onto the standard curve and correcting for sample dilution; 1 U/mLwas defined

as the equivalent reactivity seen by 1 mg/mL of CR3022.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analyses were performed in R (v4.05) using the gtsummary packages and lm() functions. Details are provided in the figure legends

and below.Wemodelled log10 transformed pseudovirus neutralization titers as the dependent variable.We selected covariates found

to associated with neutralization of wildtype SARS-CoV-2 in the overall CANVAX study including more than 600 individuals; these

were age, days after vaccination, vaccine type, cancer type (categorized into solid, bone marrow transplant, or hematologic), receipt

of chemotherapy in the prior year, and receipt of immunotherapy in the prior year as independent variables. The statistical compar-

isons in Figure 1 are shown relative to either mRNA1273 for each comparison of neutralization response between vaccine groups for

each variant, or relative to wildtype virus for each comparison of neutralization response between variants for each vaccine group.

The distribution of the data after log10 transformation was visually assessed in R to confirm suitability for linear regression. Compar-

isons between vaccine groupswere performed by linear regression adjusting for all the above covariates in R (as detailed in Table S2).

Comparisons between variants were performed by Dunnet’s test in GraphPad Prism v9.0. Figures were made in GraphPad Prism.
e2 Cancer Cell 40, 103–108.e1–e2, January 10, 2022
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